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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for responding to my comments earlier and making changes. I still feel the aim is wide ranging (identify, describe, and explore) and not operationalised fully in the protocol and suggest revising it to focus on one of several potential applications of a scoping review. For example, describe the state of the evidence in published literature on SB Epidemiology (SB assessments are part of this in my opinion) and SB Interventions.

I can see the description part operationalised in the methods (table/ map), however, I don't quite understand how these will be 'explored'.

The search should not be limited by design if we want to find the state of evidence. The S 15 and S 16 limit your yield and perhaps take away some relevant epidemiological literature. Kindly consider taking these out if the aim is to find all published evidence on SB.
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